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THE COMPANY 
 
 
 
Eighty years of experience, four generations 
of stone manufacturers, seven basins of  
extraction and two plants for the processing 
and transformation of the local top quality 
Italian Limestones: 
 
 Lecce Limestone 
 Grey Stone 
 Ostuni White Stone 
 Carparo  
 Poggiardo Stone. 
 
The wide range of quality and chromatic 
tones of our raw materials and the 
innovative concept of our operative 
approach is the final result of the strategic 
and industrial efforts of our Management, 
also thanks to the great attention in the 
most modern quarrying technologies and to 
our R&D Department focused on the 
constant development and control  of the 
excellence of our products. 

 
 

 
From our quarries – day by day – renewing the 
most ancient tradition of the Region of Salento - 
large blocks of stone are extracted, thanks to the 
professionalism of our specialized team of diggers, 
supported by the most modern equipment: all the 
materials extracted are transformed and processed 
to create the  most impressive kinds  of 
architectural design, construction or interior design 
satisfying the most sophisticated architectural 
needs. 
 
Bianco Cave is a company certified SINCERT UNI 
EN ISO 9001 2000. 
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QUARRIES 
 
 
One of our points of strenght is the property of a 
large number of quarries located in strategical 
points of our Region, in order to guarantee to 
our Customers  the most wide range of raw 
materials. 
 
The typical “Pietra Leccese” Pale Yellow 
Limestone, with its unmistakable shades of 
honey hues, the severe elegance of our Grey 
Limestone, the porous texture of Carparo, the 
Ostuni White Stone, with its shining color, the 
Poggiado Stone with its typical marmoreal veins: 
all the different kinds of our fascinating natural 
stones are totally available for all the 
applications and needs. 
 
 

 
 

Pale Yellow Limestone 
Grey Limestone 
Carparo 
Ostuni White Stone 
Poggiardo Stone 

Ostuni  White Stone Quarry (Carovigno) – View above 

“Pietra Leccese” Pale Yellow Limestone Quarry – View inside 

Extraction activity 
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WAREHOUSE 
 
 
After the extraction, all the raw material is 
stocked in our main  warehouse (50.000 square 
meters); this availability of storage guarantees a 
large and continuous stock of stone, allowing to 
us to ensure to our Customers the excellence of 
our supplying  and delivery standards. 
 
 
 

 
LABORATORY 
 
 
According with our decades of  experience in the 
cutting process of our typical stones, nowadays 
we are proud to count on a team specialized in 
the processing and stone cutting, offering to our 
Customer the final product in various 
thicknesses and shapes. 
 
All our  operative areas are equipped with the 
most modern and technological tools of 
industrial processing and control. 
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OUR SERVICES 
 
 
Bianco Cave supports its Customers with 
specialized consultancy services aimed to: 
 
  give all the information about the best 

application of each single kind of stone in 
reference to the specific project; 

 
  support the architects or the final 

customers with all the advices useful to 
the best maintenance of the material 
chosen; 
 
 provide design services; 

 
 define the best standard of specialized 

customer caring, even after the 
definition of the project. 

 
Moreover our experts support the architects, 
designers and artists  who choose Bianco Cave 
as their partner in experimental applications 
of local stone which, for its flexibility and 
versatility, is one of the materials most 
suitable for  creative processes . 
 

Some example of experimental lighting/interior design application 
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OUR PROJECTS 
 
The steady growth of our activities – in Italy and abroad – is joined with the diversification of the 
application fields of our professional experience, in several sectors, from the architectural applications 
(building coverings, balustrades, columns, floorings) to the interior design in residential and business 
buildings, to the decoration of garden (stone fountains, decorations) to the artistic applications. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Amadeus Palace – Tirana (Albania) Al Khobar - Saudi Arabia  

Amadeus Palace – Tirana (Albania) Moscow (Russia) 
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OUR PROJECTS 
Residential architecture 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chicago – Illinois ( U.S.) 

Saudi Arabia 

Los Angeles  – California ( U.S.) 
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OUR PROJECTS 
Commercial/Istitutional  Buildings 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Atlantis Club - Chicago – Illinois ( U.S.) 

University of Salento – Lecce (Italy) 

Grand Hotel dei Cavalieri – Campomarino (Italy) Harbour – Port of Otranto (Italy) 

Offices – Essen (Germany) Shopping Center - Chicago – Illinois ( U.S.) 
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OUR PROJECTS 
Interiors 
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OUR PROJECTS 
Interiors 
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OUR PROJECTS 
Interiors/Focus Bathroom 
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OUR PROJECTS 
Design/Lighting Decoration 
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OUR PROJECTS 
Limestone Lace Wall 
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OUR PROJECTS 
Garden 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



BIANCO CAVE s.r.l. 
 
S.S. 16  Km 978   
73020 Melpignano (LE)    - Italy    
Tel              +39 0836 471227   
Mobile      +39 335 7241806 
biancocave@biancocave.it     
www.biancocave.it  
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